As a leading manufacturer in the security industry, Hanwha offers video surveillance products including IP cameras, storage devices and management software founded on world-class optical design, manufacturing and image processing technologies. They offer end-to-end security solutions and have achieved global success across a wide range of industry verticals including retail, transportation, education, banking, healthcare, hospitality and airports.

i-PRO provides a wide range of integrated security and video surveillance solutions to help security officials enhance their surveillance system, maximize coverage while lowering total cost of ownership, with a brand name end-users know and trust.

Video Insight 7

The New Video Insight 7.5 is the biggest release ever. Redesigned from the ground up to provide enhanced performance and stability, maximize scalability and offer new premium functionality for key vertical markets. VI 7.5 is aimed at making the entire video management suite more intuitive, more powerful and easier to use.

i-PRO

Since 1999, ISONAS has been revolutionizing access control with one simple solution and is today’s leading manufacturer of Pure IP Access Control hardware. The open architecture hardware can be paired with their cloud-hosted software or with any full-featured access control solution, providing a complete access control platform. An ISONAS system provides an ideal product solution for securing facilities while reducing costs and providing all of the advantages that Pure IP technology brings to the door. ISONAS is based in the global technology hub of Boulder, Colo., and has one goal: To change the global access control market by providing a product solution that is secure, reliable, trusted, and more technologically advanced solutions that leverage IT architectures. Today, the company is realizing that vision with the ISONAS solution installed globally in over 30 countries in a wide variety of vertical markets. ISONAS has been recognized as one of Boulder County’s fastest growing companies.

Allegion

Razberi Technologies offers a reliable, secure, and network-friendly video surveillance infrastructure that records the highest quality video while reducing capital, bandwidth, and space costs. Razberi ServerSwitchIQ™ appliances combine a firewall, PoE switch, server, storage and are compatible with top video management systems (VMS). Razberi CameraDefense™ software automates cybersecurity protections with camera hardening and cyber threat monitoring and Razberi VyneWatch™ health monitoring software alerts security professionals to issues 24x7.

Razberi

Cameras & Lenses

The Advidia line of IP network video surveillance cameras provides a wide range of affordable IP camera models that are perfect for video surveillance projects of any size. Each Advidia camera comes bundled with a free copy of Video Insight Enterprise Video Management Software, a 4-year warranty, and FREE software updates for the life of the camera.

Advidia

As a leading manufacturer in the security industry, Hanwha offers video surveillance products including IP cameras, storage devices and management software founded on world-class optical design, manufacturing and image processing technologies. They offer end-to-end security solutions and have achieved global success across a wide range of industry verticals including retail, transportation, education, banking, healthcare, hospitality and airports.

Hanwha

i-PRO

Verint Video Intelligence Solutions is one of the industry’s leading sources of networked video solutions for virtually every part of a video security operation.

Verint

Verint
As a leading manufacturer in the security industry, Hanwha offers video surveillance products including IP cameras, storage devices and management software founded on world-class optical design, manufacturing and image processing technologies. They offer end-to-end security solutions and have achieved global success across a wide range of industry verticals including retail, transportation, education, banking, healthcare, hospitality and airports.

The New Video Insight 7.5 is the biggest release ever. Redesigned from the ground up to provide enhanced performance and stability; maximize scalability and offer new premium functionality for key vertical markets. VI 7.5 is aimed at making the entire video management suite more intuitive, more powerful and easier to use.

Surveillance Platform Services

Razberi Technologies offers a reliable, secure, and network-friendly video surveillance infrastructure that records the highest quality video while reducing capital, bandwidth, and space costs. Razberi ServerSwitchIQ™ appliances combine a firewall, PoE switch, server, storage and are compatible with top video management systems (VMS). Razberi CameraDefense™ software automates cybersecurity protections with camera hardening and cyber threat monitoring and Razberi VyneWatch™ health monitoring software alerts security professionals to issues 24x7.

The New Video Insight 7.5 is the biggest release ever. Redesigned from the ground up to provide enhanced performance and stability; maximize scalability and offer new premium functionality for key vertical markets. VI 7.5 is aimed at making the entire video management suite more intuitive, more powerful and easier to use.

Access Control

ComNet Communication Networks is a USA-based Fiber Optic communication and Ethernet product manufacturer. ComNet focuses on providing innovative communications networking solutions to the Security Market. The product line consists of fiber optic video, data and audio transmission products as well as a broad fiber optic, copper and wireless Ethernet product line, designed to the specific requirements for Access Control, Intrusion, Burglar and Fire Alarms and CCTV Surveillance/Incident Detection and the Intelligent Transportation System Market. ComNet products are backed by a Lifetime Warranty.

Since 1999, ISONAS has been revolutionizing access control with one simple solution and is today’s leading manufacturer of Pure IP Access Control hardware. The open architecture hardware can be paired with their cloud-hosted software or with any full-featured access control solution; providing a complete access control platform. An ISONAS system provides an ideal product solution for securing facilities while reducing costs and providing all of the advantages that Pure IP technology brings to the door. ISONAS is based in the global technology hub of Boulder, Colo., and has one goal: To change the global access control market by providing a product solution that is secure, reliable, trusted, and more technologically advanced solutions that leverage IT architectures. Today, the company is realizing that vision with the ISONAS solution installed globally in over 30 countries in a wide variety of vertical markets. ISONAS has been recognized as one of Boulder County’s fastest growing companies.

Schlage offers a complete ecosystem that works seamlessly with Pure Access Cloud software to deliver a cost-effective electronic access control solution for low to medium complexity applications. The Schlage RC is the next generation reader controller that combines the innovative Pure IP™ access control technology pioneered by ISONAS together with Schlage’s intelligent hardware and credentials to deliver a comprehensive and cost-effective perimeter solution that connects direct to the network.

STid is the leading manufacturer of instinctive, contactless security technologies - delivering high security solutions approved by independent certified organizations. We safeguard millions of users for over 500 worldwide partners and are proud to serve leaders in the business, governmental and industry sectors such as defense, healthcare, aerospace, naval, energy and IT. STid invented the concept of instinctive security in 1996, redefining how organizations can protect their people, property and data with the most intuitive RFID-based access control readers on the market. Since 1996, our mission has been to help Security Directors overcome all their managerial and usage barriers that previously limited their efficiency. As adoption by end users is key, we invented the smoothest, simplest and most instinctive identification modes available worldwide.

ViewZ is a reputable OEM manufacturer of Professional-Grade LCD and LED monitors. Each ViewZ monitor is designed and built with superior components and durable materials which stand up to the harsh environment elements of non-stop, around the clock use in security, digital signage, and pro video production applications.

Infrared Illumination

AXTON is a manufacturer of professional infrared illuminators and white light. They are dedicated to simplifying illumination solutions for CCTV professionals, incorporating rapidly developing technologies, and concepts into their products.

OPTEX is a manufacturer of passive and active infrared technology, control systems, and CCTV products which are applied in the fields of security, automatic door controls, and factory automation.

Raytec Systems is a world leader in LED lighting, manufacturing a complete range of Infrared and White-Light LED illuminators for CCTV and Safety Critical applications. Raytec delivers outstanding performance together with low costs of ownership and maintenance.
Situational Awareness & Monitoring

Founded in 1985, Accutech is a leading manufacturer of advanced electronic monitoring and security systems. Its products are marketed under the ResidentGuard, Cuddles and Kidz brands and are sold worldwide. Accutech’s specialized, wireless security systems track the movement of people to provide immediate notification if an individual leaves a designated area. Their solutions are used across a variety of healthcare spectrums to support the overall security of facilities.

Safety has always been the No. 1 priority for Code Blue Corporation. Located in Holland, Michigan, the industry pioneering manufacturer of emergency communication solutions provides assistance to people by handcrafting products that are reliable and accessible. The pioneer in emergency communications, with American-made blue light phones, call boxes, mass notification software and public address.

LOUREO ELECTRONICS is the world leader in audio monitoring technology. Since 1979, Louroe has provided first-class audio monitoring and safety solutions that assist in protecting people and property. Louroe’s signature product lines are the Verifact and ASK-4 kits, a series of pre-amplified microphones, complementing base stations, and communication accessories that provide audio output to interface with other security devices. The microphones are easy to install and are compatible with recorders, cameras and IP video systems. Audio can be used for numerous purposes such as loss prevention, crime deterrence, additional evidence, alarm verification, employee training, classroom monitoring, and visitor management.

Status Solutions provides situational awareness technologies for life safety, security and environmental monitoring and mass notification. Their customized software solutions deliver real-time, detailed alerts about potential threats to life, property, business, and convenience that help customers not only prevent ignorance-based loss but also transform the way they do business.

Loureoe Electronics™ is the world leader in audio monitoring technology. Since 1979, Louroe has provided first-class audio monitoring and safety solutions that assist in protecting people and property. Louroe's signature product lines are the Verifact and ASK-4 kits, a series of pre-amplified microphones, complementing base stations, and communication accessories that provide audio output to interface with other security devices. The microphones are easy to install and are compatible with recorders, cameras and IP video systems. Audio can be used for numerous purposes such as loss prevention, crime deterrence, additional evidence, alarm verification, employee training, classroom monitoring, and visitor management.

Verint Video Intelligence Solutions is one of the industry’s leading sources of networked video solutions for virtually every part of a video security operation.

Monitors

As a leading manufacturer in the security industry, Hanwha offers video surveillance products including IP cameras, storage devices and management software founded on world-class optical design, manufacturing and image processing technologies. They offer end-to-end security solutions and have achieved global success across a wide range of industry verticals including retail, transportation, education, banking, healthcare, hospitality and airports.

LG Electronics has led the way into the advanced digital era thanks to the technological expertise it has acquired manufacturing appliances since 1958. LG continues to pursue its 21st century vision of becoming a worldwide leader in digital—ensuring customer satisfaction through innovative products and superior service.

ViewZ is a reputable OEM manufacturer of Professional-Grade LCD and LED monitors. Each ViewZ monitor is designed and built with superior components and durable materials which stand up to the harsh environment elements of non-stop, around the clock use in security, digital signage, and pro video production applications.

Cloud Solutions

Founded in 1962, Comm-core has evolved from an office products supply store to a leading innovator behind IP-based, hosted solutions. Leveraging their strengths in VoIP telecommunications, Comm-Core has taken the same knowledge and expertise and applied it to the security and surveillance markets. The result has been a hosted video surveillance solution that is leaner, higher quality and costs less to operate than competing products. Comm-Core Surveillance offers 24/7 live video monitoring, two-way audio communication and over 25 business and analytical features. With Comm-Core’s innovations in cloud technologies, coupled with their exceptional service, they are literally changing the face of video surveillance.

Traditional video security systems require substantial amounts of hardware, complicated installations and constant software maintenance and management. Wisenet SKY Cloud VMS offers users enterprise-level performance with easy deployment, remote management, and seamless integration with third party systems.

Ethernet Solutions

ADTRAN is an established supplier of advanced transmission products for connecting and integrating today’s expansive networks developed to address high-speed, digital communication. Products include solutions for IP telephony/VoIP, networking equipment solutions, and enterprise wireless solutions, including delivering cloud connectivity via high-performance, secure and reliable solutions.

Altronix Corporation is a leading designer and manufacturer of low-voltage electronic components. Altronix offers a comprehensive line of Security, Fire, CCTV, Access, Nurse Call, and Automation products.

Cambium Networks is a leading global provider of wireless connectivity solutions that strengthen connections between people, places, and things. Specializing in providing an end-to-end wireless fabric of reliable, scalable, secure, cloud-managed platforms that perform under demanding conditions, Cambium Networks empowers service providers, enterprises, and industrial and government network operators to build intelligent edge connectivity. Cambium Networks’ commitment to continuous innovation and social responsibility in wireless access is demonstrated in the millions of radios deployed in thousands of networks that benefit communities around the world.

ComNet Communication Networks is a USA-based Fiber Optic communication and Ethernet product manufacturer. ComNet focuses on providing innovative communications networking solutions to the Security Market. The product line consists of fiber optic video, data and audio transmission products as well as a broad fiber optic, copper and wireless Ethernet product line, designed to the specific requirements for Access Control, Intrusion, Burglar and Fire Alarms and CCTV Surveillance/Incident Detection and the Intelligent Transportation System Market. ComNet products are backed by a Lifetime Warranty.
Middle Atlantic Products is a manufacturer of rack enclosures, monitoring consoles, data cabling management products, audio and video studio furniture, power distribution products, and related accessories.

Viking Security and Communication Solutions produce more than 250 telecommunications and security related products primarily for small businesses. The majority of their products are ‘problem solvers’, designed to fix or add unique features to another manufacturer's telephone or security systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extreme Networks</td>
<td>Extreme Networks is the switch partner for you if you are looking for a cost-effective solution. Extreme’s broad family of switches can supply from 8 ports with PoE/PoE+ to walls of stacked, redundant switches for Las Vegas casinos. They are designed to be problem-free and let you see network stats on camera and non-camera ports so you can resolve issues before you send out a technician and truck.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galtronics</td>
<td>Gai-Tronics is a provider of industrial, wireless one-way communication systems for alarm generation, and two-way radio communication systems for targeted intercom systems. They manufacture emergency hands-free telephone equipment and outdoor beacons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTI Networks</td>
<td>KTI Networks is a manufacturer of a broad range of network products which include network interface cards, transceivers, media converters and switches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETGEAR</td>
<td>NETGEAR BUSINESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVT Phybridge</td>
<td>The world is rapidly moving to the Internet of Things (IoT). For the communications and physical security industries, this means delivering the required power and connectivity to support IP-based devices. The NVT Phybridge CHARIoT Series of long reach Power over Ethernet (PoE) switches enable customers to transform their existing or new infrastructure and migrate to IP with confidence. Enabling IP devices is quick, easy and cost-effective with our CHARIoT solutions. Accelerate return on investment with reduced infrastructure costs, reduce migration planning and deployment times, and create a robust IP platform that is easy to configure, deploy and manage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veloso</td>
<td>A Jenne, Inc. exclusive brand of high performance optics and connectivity solutions. Veloso offers competitive pricing and above average margin opportunities. Solutions consist of transceivers and high speed cabling for network connectivity, server connectivity, and storage arrays-fiber channel for most OEM brands. Other products available consist of NIC Cards, media converters, and multiplexers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation Supplies &amp; Accessories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altronix</td>
<td>Altronix Corporation is a leading designer and manufacturer of low-voltage electronic components. Altronix offers a comprehensive line of Security, Fire, CCTV, Access, Nurse Call, and Automation products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Vision</td>
<td>Channel Vision is a leading manufacturer of RF video distribution products, structured wiring enclosures and modules, security cameras, and high performance audio/video distribution systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DITEK</td>
<td>DITEK Corporation has been the industry leader in the design and manufacturing of surge protection devices and systems for more than 20 years. DITEK provides total surge solutions for low voltage CCTV, Fire and Intrusion, Access Control, and Voice/Data/Signal applications, including VoIP and PoE. They also offer a complete line of hardwired suppressors and arrestors for main and distribution panels, as well as point of use equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eaton</td>
<td>An established leader of the fire and life safety notification and voice evacuation systems industry, Eaton’s Cooper Notification business offers a full line of mass notification solutions applicable but not limited to the retail, government, military, industrial and education sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi Cable Manchester, Inc.</td>
<td>Hitachi Cable Manchester, Inc. is a manufacturer of copper premise cable, fiber optic cable, electronic round cable, electronic ribbon cable and custom cable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeywell</td>
<td>Honeywell’s Genesis Series provides a full range of cables for security, fire, sound, video, structured cabling, voice and data, and other low voltage applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Atlantic Products</td>
<td>Middle Atlantic Products is a manufacturer of rack enclosures, monitoring consoles, data cabling management products, audio and video studio furniture, power distribution products, and related accessories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVT Phybridge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veloso</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme Networks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>